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1.   INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency is used to refer to its telemetry, telecommand and tracking
stations as ground stations because they do not cover only TT&C as used in the world of
telecommunication satellites. At present ESA is erecting a new generation of ground
stations. They are not on newly opened sites. Partly they are self-contained stations and
partly they are major replacements and upgradings of subsystems of existing stations.

The design of all of these stations follows a common modular concept by breaking it down
into subsystems which correspond to the functional tasks a station has to perform.

The organisation of this paper is as follows : Section 2 describes the task of the ground
station, Section 3 is concerned with its system breakdown, Section 4 outlines those
modules which are common to all new ground stations, Section 5 lists briefly the sites and
the stations found there and Section 6 tries to provide an outlook on the forthcoming
development.

2.   THE TASK OF AN ESA GROUND STATION

In order to understand the task of a European Space Agency ground station it is necessary
to study the complete system, consisting of spacecraft and the operational ground support
system. The latter consists of ground stations, data communications facilities, control
centres, data archiving facilities etc.

ESA operates meteorological, telecommunication satellites and all kinds of scientific
spacecraft. To that end it runs a complete operational ground support system. The
scientific/ application raw data obtained is delivered to users either directly or it is stored
for later retrieval by the user community.



Figure 1 depicts schematically this situation. The elements shown there are on one end the
spacecraft and on the other end the following processing functions :

Support computing : to determine orbit and attitude

Spacecraft control, : to control all common S/C resources (e.g. orbit, attitude,
power, telemetry link capacity) and to safeguard the S/C
from hazards

Payload control : to control the payload in order to maximise the mission
yield

Raw Data Base : to reconstitute all telemetry data to obtain the best data; to
archive all data which ESA has to archive; to record
auxiliary data (e.g. calibration data, time correction
tables); to provide a data retrieval service for the other
processing functions and for the end-users

Direct User : who requires the (telemetry) data from “his” experiment
(payload) immediately.

These processing functions are separate entities even when being partly or completely
colocated. (In fact this modular approach has not yet been fully achieved).

The connection between these “ends” is provided by ground station(s) and by (data)
communication facilities. Hence their tasks are

Ground Station

- to act as a data communications protocol converter between the
telemetry/telecommand “protocol” to the spacecraft and the data communication
protocols run between the ground station and the processing functions through the
medium of the data communication network.

- to perform measurement functions vis-à-vis the spacecraft (e.g. ranging,
measurement of signal strength)

- to provide some basic spacecraft control functions.



Communication Facility

- to provide data communication paths between the ground station “task”-processes
and the processing functions.

The so globally identified tasks of a ground station can be detailed as follows

.1 Protocol Converter Task

Telemetry :

- Reception of telemetry.

- Decommutation of telemetry, splitting it into data units required for various
processing functions.

- Transmission of the split telemetry data blocks to the various processing functions
by using appropriate “protocols”. There are three different protocols :

. One for real time control application (in case of partial outages in transmission
capability it has always to convey the latest received data).

. One for mission optimisation (in case of partial outages in transmission capability it
has always to convey the latest received complete and correct block of data. This
transmission may be even in near real time only. The definition of “block of data”
has to be made in accordance with the requirement of the processing function).

. One for mission results (i.e. all data, complete, correct and in sequence has to be
transferred regardless of transmission outages. There is no real time requirement.)

Telecommand :

- Reception of telecommand requests from the relevant processing function by using
an appropriate protocol (dialogue).

- Transmission of the requested telecommand(s) to the spacecraft. If possible,
verification of receipt of the command on-board the S/C.



.2 Measurement Task

Ranging : - Performing of range measurement to the spacecraft when being
requested by spacecraft control. Transmitting of the result to the
requesting unit. Both requests and reports are performed under
appropriate communication protocols between the processing function
and the ground station measurement process.

Angular : - On request of the relevant process in spacecraft control the angular
Tracking position of the S/C as seen from the antenna is measured and the result

transmitted to the requesting unit. This again is performed under
appropriate communication protocols between both “end” processes.

.3 Spacecraft Control Task

There are missions which require that some restricted spacecraft control functions can be
performed from a station, e.g. in case there is communications outage.

.4 Station Performance Identification

A very important task for the station is to identify its own performance in real time and
immediately to take remedial action; where possible without exhibiting a degradation in its
service to the outside.

For a rigorous response to this requirement there are certain features necessary in the
telemetry and telecommand data structures which do not yet exist in ESA’s spacecraft, e.g.
redundant bits in the telemetry frame for error detection; confirmation of correct receipt of
a “telecommand” on-board in a standard way in the telemetry.

3.   STATION SYSTEM BREAKDOWN

As outlined already there are ESA ground stations for the whole range of application to
scientific spacecraft and all sorts of orbits and frequency bands. Furthermore, the number
of spacecraft is low and so is the number of stations. In order to engineer ground stations
in this environment in a viable way, a modular approach to the ground station system had
to be adopted, which has also been designed for minimising interface complexity, even at
the expense of duplicating certain equipment.

Each subsystem has to perform a well-defined function and has well-defined interfaces. 

Figure 2 depicts the system breakdown of a station schematically.



The Antenna System - is comprised of the Antenna Subsystem and the Up-and
Downconverter Subsystem.

The Antenna Subsystem - receives the spacecraft TM carrier in two orthogonal
polarisation modes and provides their preamplification. In transmit direction it accepts the
modulated RF signal, amplifies it and transmits it with the required polarisation. In
addition, it provides a sample of the transmitted RF-signal for in-station telecommand
verification. The antenna subsystem comprises all equipment/functions required to switch
the Rx/Tx signal path into the various operations/test modes and to provide all interlocking
to safeguard personnel and expensive equipment items from damages. In particular, the
manual-and auto-tracking functions form operation modes of the Antenna Subsystem. The
Antenna Subsystem also provides for program track (Auto-track uses the downconversion
of the DC/UC subsystem). It accepts the angular setting requests in equidistant time steps
from the Station Monitor and Control System. The “Real time” control of the servo and
drive units is performed by a microcomputer being a part of the Antenna Subsystem. The
real time control, has, in particular to perform the interpolation of the settings provided to
it such as to obtain a smooth and accurate control of the servo and drive subsystem. The
logical interface to the program track of an antenna is being standardised. This is made to
decouple the requirements of the various antennae from their control requirements, as seen
from Station Monitor and Control System.

Control of the Antenna Subsystem is effected via local interfaces (switches, displays) to
the operator and via IEC-621 bus (virtually identical to IEEE-488).

The Up-and Down Converter Subsystem - performs the conversion of the receive signal
frequency to 70 MHz-IF and of the transmit signal from 70 MHz-IF to the nominal
transmit frequency. In uplink direction it has a frequency sweep function to provide for
spacecraft with telecommand receiver operating with phase-locked demodulators. Control
of this subsystem is performed via front panel displays and controls and again via an IEC-
621 bus.

The TT&C System - comprises the Telemetry Subsystem, the Telemetry Recording
Subsystem, the Telecommand Subsystem and the Ranging Subsystem.

The Telemetry Subsystem - consists of several (at least two) telemetry chains which
operate independently of each other. Each chain accepts the receive signal at nominally
70MHz in two orthogonal polarisations. It demodulates them to the bit level, if required
performs Viterbi decoding, and subsequently synchronises the serial PCM bit stream into
frames and formats. The so-decommutated formats are either output as telemetry messages
in one unit or in segmented form. To this end an ISO (International Standards
Organisation) “HDLC” protocol is applied. These messages form a communications layer



4 to 6 in the sense of the new ISO Open System Interconnection Architecture. Each
message contains quality and completeness information and a time tag indicating the time
of receipt of the telemetry. Furthermore, in the header there is all information concerning
the position of the telemetry data within the format, message accounting, identification of
the spacecraft link from which the telemetry was acquired, the station and the hardware
unit which performed the receive/formatting process. The protocol applied in this
“message layer” is a “real time” protocol. This means, in case the communications service
provided by the “HDLC protocol” (layer 2/3) cannot cope with the speed at which the
messages are offered to it, “old” messages are dropped and only the most recent ones are
transmitted. The layer 2/3 service which is provided by the HDLC protocol (ISO DIS
6256) conveys each message “free of error” the destinee. In addition to the just described
data communications output there is a second one. It operates in very much the same way,
however, it outputs not complete formats but selected data therefrom. The selection can be
either by specified frames or columns. This feature is to single out the engineering data
from the payload data. In ESA spacecraft this is more or less possible. Finally, there is a
third data output. There, short messages are output, which contain a specified word of a
telemetry frame, whereby either each frame or only specified frames of a format produce a
message. The message contains, in addition telemetry link, status, and quality information.
They are to inform the Telecommand Subsystem about the current status of the spacecraft
on-board telecommand subsystem. Such status may be carrier lock, the receive chain in
use, the number of accepted telecommands etc. Unfortunately, ESA spacecraft do not yet
have this data in their telemetry as standard, but it is planned to introduce it.

The Telecommand Subsystem - consists of one or more Telecommand Encoders and of
one Priority Switch. Each encoder outputs telecommands on the intermediate frequency
(IF) via the Priority Switch to the Antenna System. The Priority Switch “manages” the
access to the uplink chain for the Telecommand Encoders and for the Ranging Subsystem.
The “input” to the encoder is a dialogue on message basis. The prompt is a telecommand
request message. It requests the encoder to send to a specified spacecraft, in a specified
mode and under specified conditions, the sequence of telecommand bits which are found in
the body of the message. Transmission modes are e.g. “send immediately” or “sent at a
specified time”, or use bit rate A or B in case the spacecraft operates with two
telecommand bit rates. Conditions are e.g. “send only when the specified bit sequence
adheres to the ESA telecommand formatting rules”, or “send only when the currently
received telemetry indicates “uplink carrier lock”. On receipt of a request message the
encoder sends a primary response indicating that it received a valid request and that it will
act on it. Subsequently it will execute the request. This comprises the selection of
subcarrier frequency, bit rates, modulation schemes, RF and subcarrier frequency and the
implementation of the transmission. At the end of this telecommand action a telecommand
transaction report message is sent. It reports the successful/unsuccessful sending of the
telecommand. Successful means that the command left the station in the way and under the



conditions it was specified. In case of no success, the reason why and how far the
telecommand process got is reported back. There are up to three request messages that can
be queued in the telecommand encoder. In addition to the messages just described there
are a few other ones implemented to cover all control and error recovery cases. In other
terms a complete layer 4 to 6 data communication protocol in the sense of ISO’s OSI
architecture is implemented. It is run with the telecommand generation process resident in
the spacecraft control centre, or any other unit of the network currently responsible for
commanding the spacecraft.

The messages use the HDLC protocol as layer 2/3 service. It is the same as used by the
Telemetry and any other subsystem in the station.

The Ranging Subsystem is a self contained non-redundant unit. It applies a tone ranging
scheme with a 100 KHz major tone ( in case of VHF another hardware unit is used with a
20 KHz major tone) and a sequence of minor tones grouped between 20 and 16 KHz. The
minor tones resolve the ambiguity distance to about 18000 km. It outputs the transmit
signal at 70 MHz IF to the priority switch of the Telecommand Subsystem. It accepts one
RF receive signal at 10 MHz IF. In the normal case (i.e. when the ranging downlink from
the spacecraft is modulated onto the telemetry carrier) it gets the carrier polarisation
combined and centered to 10 MHz, from the telemetry receiver of the Telemetry
Subsystem. On the “data side” the ranging subsystem applies a message protocol very
similar to the one used by the Telecommand Subsystem. It requests the Ranging
Subsystem to perform a ranging transaction and specifies the relevant details (like number
of readings to be taken, spacecraft). The report messages also contain ancillary information
like calibration data The message protocol again rests on the layer 2/3 service rendered by
the HDLC protocol.

The Telemetry Recording Subsystem - has not yet been implemented in a general way. It is
foreseen to engineer it as a data storage and retrieval system which records data units on
the PCM telemetry format level. This may be either complete formats or selected parts of
them - the input to it will come from the telemetry subsystem. The output will apply a
layered structure in line with ISO’s Open System Interconnection Architecture. The lower
layers will use a switched data network service in line with the X21 and/or X25 data
network interface standard of the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT).

All subsystems of the TT&C System are provided with front panel controls and displays to
allow for direct operator intervention. Due to the large number of setting instructions
required this is mainly for maintenance and back-up use. The normal interface is by IEC-
621 bus. All programming (setting) and status reading is performed via this bus. There are
several buses implemented mainly to avoid single point failures and to allow maintenance



without affecting the serviceability of the whole system. The digital processors of the
Telemetry Subsystem have two complete settings loaded in PROM. Thus when being
switched on and no reprogramming via the bus takes place, the two most commonly
required settings are available. The telecommand encoders also apply PROM
programming in order to have for 32 spacecraft the complete setting and command
condition tables available without any programming via the bus. The programming for
another set of 4 spacecraft can be accepted via the bus.

It follows from the above explanations that the TT&C system converts the protocol of the
spacecraft telemetry and telecommand into an Open System Interconnection interface in
the sense of ISO. Hence it is justified to refer to it as “protocol Converter”.

Here it is possibly appropriate to point out that the TT&C System, without any further
equipment but digital lines, can directly connect to the remote (and, of course, local)
processing and mission support functions. In some stations this is indeed implemented. In
others, however, a communication system is used in between (ref. to Communication
Subsystem below) .

The Station Monitor and Control System - is comprised of Monitor and Control Modules
(MCM’s) and of the Station Computer. The MCM’s perform the interface between the
computer and the various systems. Their interface standard to the systems is the IEC 621
bus. In direction to the station computer the interface is the HDLC communications
interface. An MCM scans regularly every 2 seconds all statuses, settings and readings of
all equipment connected to its bus. This block of data is completed to a message by adding
a header and the time of assembly. Each message is sent to the station computer. When
required the station computer sends a message to an MCM. Such a message specifies the
equipment and the commands which have to be sent to it by the MCM.

The rationale for-the use of MCM’s is
- to offload the computer from the real-time task of scanning the equipment statuses

and readings and to assemble it into time-tagged tables

- to transfer the IEC-621 bus standard into a commercially available serial computer
interface standard, which can bridge any distance.

The Station Computer - is the central interface for the station operator to the “process”
ground station. To that end it :

- performs the setting of the whole station into the various support modes required for
the satellite or it performs the setting of subsystems to individual readings



- monitors the performance of the various functions of the station and it alerts the
operator to any failure.

In some stations the computer also houses Spacecraft Control Functions. These functions
provide a limited spacecraft control capability at the station. It is required to allow
spacecraft control even when there is no contact with the control centre. It comprises
telecommand generation and spacecraft telemetry display. When these functions are used
the TT&C System is connected to the station computer via the Communications
Subsystem.

Lastly, the Station Computer accommodates several processes which are connected to
relevant processes in the spacecraft control centre. The connections also follow the Open
System Interconnection architecture of ISO. The connection is implemented in X25, the
CCITT standard for packet switching. On that interface for each process a “virtual circuit”
is run. The processes are at present :

- antenna control, i.e. the reception of antenna pointing predictions for “real time” and
scheduled use, and the transmission of antenna pointing data

- remote reporting of the “global” station status, if requested

- transfer of telecommand schedule files and station telecommand history files, and of
telemetry quick look file data

- operator-to-operator instruction exchange.

The station computer is an important element of the station, however it is not vital for its
functioning. This is because the TT&C System has some stored programs and all other
system can be set by front panel control fairly easily.

The double function of the computer, i.e. station and spacecraft control, is considered a
“dirty” solution but forced by economical constraints.

The Communications Subsystem - has the task to perform the data connection of the
TT&C System and of the Station Computer with the “outside world”. It has to set up the
transmission paths between these elements as operationally required. It consists of line
patching equipment, and of a data packet switching node or of a data line multiplexer.

When used together with the multiplexer the line patching equipment is to provide flexible
data routing. When a packet switching node is at the station it is to allow for in-station
back-up connection in case of a node failure.



The multiplexer has to multiplex the various channels onto the data line(s) which connect
the station to the “network”. At the far end the channels are demultiplexed and connected
to a data packet switching node there.

The data packet switching node conforms to CCITT’s X25 standard. It is connected by
leased data lines with other nodes situated at the control centre sites and at other station
sites. The topology of the interconnection of the nodes is arbitrary, such that it can be
chosen to meet the operational requirements. Although not yet available, it is foreseen to
connect the node also to a public packet switching X25 network and thus to enhance the
data communication capability for not strictly real time use. The node exhibits a high
availability by employing a double CPU.

In the station, the node is used to connect all TT&C subsystems and the station computer
with relevant processing function located elsewhere in the network or in the station itself.
It provides the required multitude of logically separated transmission channels (virtual cir
circuits) between the processes. In this way a mutual interference of the various
communication paths is avoided and a maximum of flexibility, which also allows for
additions and deletion of processes, is achieved.

An X25 data packet switching network has also the feature that the subscriber terminal can
dial its connection. This feature, however will only be used in the “Launch and Early
Orbit” network stations (see further below) as it is not available in the presently introduced
TT&C Systems. There the virtual circuits are established by the communications network
control centre of the packet switching network. This centre is implemented in the
European Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt, West Germany. Each node has a direct
access to this centre by means of a terminal. This terminal allows the setting up of virtual
circuits and it informs the station about the virtual circuits existing in the node, their status
and traffic load.

The Frequency and Timing Subsystem - provides a central reference frequency and keeps
the time.

The reference frequency is distributed as 5 MHz. All frequency generators of the station
are locked to it.

The time is serially distributed using the IRIG-B code. This code is modulated on 1KHz
for users requiring a resolution of 1 msec. only and in addition on 5 MHz for users
requiring an accuracy of the order of microseconds and a resolution better than 1 msec. All
timing signal interface cards of the TT&C equipment can accept either signal. The
selection of the standard is performed by strappings on the card.



4.   STANDARD SUBSYSTEM MODULES

In this section only those modules are described which are “standard” in new ESA stations
and which are not commonly found in other ground station installations.

In the antenna system there is no standard equipment because there are too many
frequency bands and year of construction.

The TT&C System and the Monitor and Control System use largely digital modules which
are made of the same microcomputer system. In this way they can share spare units and
maintenance expertise. The microcomputer is commercially available for industrial control
applications. It is based on an 8085 microprocessor. With the exception of the special front
panels there are only about 10 PC boards specially designed for this system. They cover
the functions of timing interface, HDLC communications interface, internal message
transfer, and PCM frame synchronisation.

The TT&C modules under discussion are the PCM preprocessor, the PCM simulator, the
Telecommand Encoder and the Ranging subsystem. The PCM preprocessor is a functional
block comprising a format synchroniser, message composer and format splitter and two
communication processors. It is housed in one drawer and has four microprocessors. It
accepts serial PCM bit stream up to 250 kbps and outputs the telemetry messages on two
HDLC interfaces.

The PCM simulator is a unit generating a PCM format with a programmable format, errors
to the formats and to the data content. Errors and data content may be changed from frame
to frame in a controlled way. The programming can be performed locally and through a
standard HDLC communications interface. Due to this the station computer can test the
Telemetry Subsystem automatically. It sends the PCM readings to the simulator and gets
the telemetry messages from the Telemetry subsystem. A second application of the
simulator is to connect it via the communication system to a spacecraft simulator resident
in the spacecraft control centre and thus to check the ground station/network for correct
functioning.

The telecommand encoder is a unit comprised of two microcomputers, on one side having
a communications interface and on the other interfacing to the telecommand video-and IF-
modem. These units are modems because they do not only generate analogue signals but
also perform the demodulation of the RF sample coming from the transmit probe in the
antenna system.

The Ranging subsystem in its digital control element is very similar to the Telecommand
Encoder.



The Monitor and Control Modules again use the same microcomputer modules. On the
“process” side they provide 2 IEC 621 bus control interfaces. On the computer side they
have the “standard” HDLC communications interface. They are internally driven by tables
which they carry in personality PROMs.

Another unit of interest here is possibly the packet switching node. It is a commercially
marketed unit meant for large private users. The delivery of the first two nodes is
imminent. So far we have only units to allow compatibility testing of the various TT&C
and control centre terminals.

5.   OVERVIEW OF ESA GROUND STATIONS

(Ref. Table 1). This section is to provide an overview of the ESA ground stations, both the
existing ones and the ones under construction. They can conveniently be grouped by
purpose :

- Operation of geosynchronous satellites during launch and early orbit phase and
operation of orbiting satellites (LEOP stations). The sites for these stations are
Kourou, Malindi, Carnarvon, Redu (VHF only) and Villafranca (S-band only).

- Operation of geosynchronous scientific and meteorological satellites using the 2GHz
band (UHF). The sites for these stations are Michelstadt and Villafranca.

- Facilities for the operation of geosynchronous telecommunications satellites
operating in EHF. Sites are Redu, Villafranca and Fucino.

The S-band stations at Kourou and Malindi are owned by CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales) and CRA ( Centro Ricerche Aerospaziali) respectively but leased to
ESA. Their TT&C and communication system is standard ESA equipment.

The VHF Antenna Systems in Kourou, Malindi, Carnarvon and Redu will be kept until
1990, i.e. as long as the international regulations allow use of this frequency band for
satellite TT&C. ESA needs to keep them for its communication satellites of the ECS and
MARECS series.

6.   FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The concept of the ground station as presented in this paper could not yet be followed
rigorously. There are two reasons for this :



- The ground support system is still under development because the “infrastructure”
on which it is to be based, i.e. computer industry and the data communication
network services provided by common carriers, is not yet available in full to support
a distributed system which follows ISO’s Open System Interconnection architecture.
(To follow any manufacturer’s private standard here is to be considered unrealistic).
“Space” here can act as a driver only for a few items, e.g. for increase in data rate
and data recording volumes in databanks.

- Today spacecraft systems are far from supporting the concept because they are not
structured into operationally relevant subsystems. In the telemetry there is very little
structure to allow a breakdown of the data into functional relevant data blocks. A
feature which is a prerequisite to see the telemetry subsystem becoming a protocol
converter and data splitter. The so-called “packet telemetry” as introduced by
NASA (1) is a step in the right direction. In order to be successful it must be further
developed and rigorously applied.

The most important improvement has to be made to the telecommand schemes. It
must become possible again to identify, in a general way, a potentially hazardous
command. Due to the advent of computers on-board, e.g. a simple register load may
be dangerous. This depends merely on the program loaded. In this environment only
the satellite control centre has the capability to identify a potentially hazardous
command. Neither a station, nor any other element in the ground support system do
this. Hence it must be achieved that telecommands have generally identifiable
addresses to relevant on-board subsystems whatever they may affect there. All
commands with detrimental effects on the mission must be under the control of one
subsystem. This subsystem may then be commanded by the spacecraft control
centre only. Another requirement here is that the acceptance of any unit of
telecommand data on-board has to be reported in the telemetry in a standard way. It
is the only way to provide a station with the means to identify the success/no
success of a telecommand transaction. This identification can even be mechanised.
Such a telecommand scheme can be called a Packet Telecommand System.

The future development will certainly bring the necessary prerequisites for the design of
ground stations which are then just protocol and data switching terminals between the
spacecraft and the various geographically dispersed ground processing functions. At the
same time, due to economical constraints, it will become impossible for a single space
agency to operate its own worldwide station network (possibly Intelsat being an
exception). Hence the necessity arises that ground stations of different owners must adhere
to common, internationally recognised interface standards, interfaces towards the
spacecraft and towards the ..network”. In other words, there is reason to request the
development of internationally recognised Open System Interface Standards for satellite
ground stations.
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FIG. 2  SYSTEM BREAKDOWN OF A STATION


